High Participation Marks Student Government Elections

By STEVE TONEY
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Tuesday's student government elections were
successful in their efforts to increase turnout among Wake
Forest students. The student body responded by voting in the highest
number of students to vote since the 1983 elections.

The Senate was successful in increasing
the number of students who voted in the Senate elections.

The Senate had a total of 14 candidates running for nine seats.

The House of Delegates had a total of 30 candidates running for 18 seats.

The Student Senate had a total of 40 candidates running for 22 seats.

The Student Senate was the most competitive of the three Student Government elections.
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German Overseas Programs Begin

By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Gold and Black Reporter

Sprechen Sie Deutsch? (Do you speak German?)

After a year’s planning, the German department’s two new overseas programs are now ready. Sponsored through the facilities of European Studies (EUS), the two programs offer foreign and junior students an opportunity to study in German-speaking countries.

The Vienna, Austria, program is offered to any junior or senior student who has had German language preparation and who has special interest in German studies. Some experience with German is recommended, however. The program is directed toward the intensive learning of language as well as an understanding of German culture and society.

There are two programs offered in Freiburg, West Germany. German Studies (the German major and German studies) Common Market Studies.

The Freiburg programs are aimed at two groups of students: those who have completed a German literature course and who want to try living with a German family or those interested in the intensive language instruction. Students are strongly encouraged to go to Germany through the Freiburg program, it is expected that German-speaking family, contact with faculty and social and cultural events.

There are two programs offered in Freiburg, West Germany. German Studies (the German major and German studies) Common Market Studies.

The Freiburg programs are aimed at two groups of students: those who have completed a German literature course and who want to try living with a German family or those interested in the intensive language instruction. Students are strongly encouraged to go to Germany through the Freiburg program, it is expected that German-speaking family, contact with faculty and social and cultural events.

The Vienna, Austria, program is offered to any junior or senior student who has had German language preparation and who has special interest in German studies. Some experience with German is recommended, however. The program is directed toward the intensive learning of language as well as an understanding of German culture and society.

By ROBERT HARLEY
Gold and Black Reporter

United Way

Campaigntivities Begin

The first meeting of the United Way’s schedule of events, which will benefit the organization, is set for 10 a.m. on Oct. 24. The alumni and families of the college’s various programs are invited to attend.

The agenda for the meeting includes a brief presentation on the history of the United Way, a discussion of the programs and activities that the organization supports, and an update on the progress of the current campaign.

The event will take place at the John G. Winthrop Hall on the campus of Wake Forest University. The venue is open to all members of the Wake Forest community.

The meeting will begin at 10 a.m. and conclude by 12 p.m. Light refreshments will be provided.

The United Way is a nonprofit organization that raises funds to support various community programs and services. The organization is committed to improving the quality of life for all people in Wake Forest and Forsyth County.

Wilson Names Foreign Studies Program Directors

By SCOTT PRESTOROS
Gold and Black Reporter

Following our football victory over Appalachian State University last week, a group of international students enrolled in a new program will be produced. The program is designed to help students who want to study in foreign countries.

The program, known as the Foreign Studies Program, was established to provide students with the opportunity to spend a semester or a year abroad. The program is open to all Wake Forest students, regardless of major.

The program is funded through a combination of student fees and grants from various sources. The program is directed by Dr. Mark Wells, an associate professor of political science.

The costs for the program are about the same as those for a semester or a year abroad. The program is open to all Wake Forest students, regardless of major.
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**CAMPUS BRIEFS**

Support Group Meets

A positive can talk support group is forming for students who are bullied by self-criticism and a fear of failure. It will focus on changing automatic critical self-statements into positive self-talk and will meet for 4-5 sessions. The first meet will be Sept. 28, 7:30-8:30 for information. Call 720-5727.

Counseling Center Offers Program

The Counseling Center offers a program of treatment and information for students with eating disorders. Please call 720-5727 for more information. Intervention groups are being offered for students with mental and physical disabilities.

**SG ANNOUNCES COMMITTEE**

The Student Government President's Select committee on Race Relations was announced last week. Members include: Frank Cooper, Andrew J. DeJong, and Tracy Miller.

**Crime Stopper Awards**

Up to $500 cash reward is being offered for information leading to the conviction of a suspect in the death of a sophomore. The reward is for information concerning the individual responsible for this crime. You can remain anonymous.

The Loss Group Begins

What happens when someone you love dies? The Loss Group will meet Tuesday nights at 8:30 p.m. beginning this week. The group's facilitator will be Johnne Annentrout.

**Airline Stops Greensboro Service**

By Lisa VARGAR

The discontinuance of People Express air service out of Greensboro by this summer means Wake Forest students will not enjoy such affordable airfares and may not be able to take advantage of frequent pay changes in themselves and in relationships with friends and family.

The Loss Group will begin September 29 at 8:30 p.m. at the University Counseling Center, 32 Reynolds Hall. It will continue on Monday afternoons from 2:30 to 3:30 hours per meeting. The group's facilitator is Anne Marie Stimson.

The program is based on the idea that each person who has suffered a loss can find support in sharing their feelings and experiences with each other, group members will be able to share their feelings and experiences, as they explore changes in themselves and in relationships with friends and family.
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Society Rush Substance or Superficiality?

**Letters to the Editor**

### Campaign Process is Bogus

**Garland Kimmer**

Wake Forest guarantees housing to every student for four years, but, however, attune to the accessibility of said housing, and the most obvious defect in the freshman in student apartment was the fact that freshmen were not allowed to live on campus, especially to those freshmen who were unable to be housed by their own means because of the cost, and those who were living in dormitories.

While freshmen are not required to live on campus, it is generally felt that those who are living there are either one of the few residents there. In addition, the period of exploration and discovery, as well as any service-relevant or not, is one that may help to alleviate the situation of freshmen who are unable to be housed by their own means because of the cost, and those who are living in dormitories.

### Misplaced Freshmen

**B. Suan White**

Old Gold and Black Columnist

Wake Forest guarantees housing to every student for four years, but, however, attune to the accessibility of said housing, and the most obvious defect in the freshman in student apartment was the fact that freshmen were not allowed to live on campus, especially to those freshmen who were unable to be housed by their own means because of the cost, and those who are living in dormitories.

### The Proper Balance

**Karen Becht**

Editorial Page Editor

The fans of the Northwest Lounge have finally been identified. After the Labsonie Chin was made a mad rush to get the lounge, everyone said it was a good thing for societies, and independent organizations. The first floor lounge, Frank Ioppolo, the president of the ISC; and the student council, led a coalition opposed to the Interfraternity Council's efforts to control the lounge.

The first decision was in favor of ISC. Labsonie appealed, saying basically that the poor is not. It does not, of Greeks. A new committee was formed, and its decision, Friday, September 13, 1974.
Welcome to Wake Forest

Incidents which reflect a much broader range of issues have also occurred.

Second, Wake Forest is a Christian school - that is specifically, Southern
American Christian. This type of atmosphere places a great deal of importance
on the concern for the student's spiritual well-being. At Wake Forest, discussions about
the faith are considered normal topics of conversation. We believe that to be the
only way to respect the student body's diversity.

In another recent incident, a student observed by the columns.

Although the university could publish individual names,
the letter writer made no request. It was
obviously not bad enough that the letter writer
was罢了 first to report, but was also
not the last to do so. The major
issue here is the fact that
neither the letter writer nor the
professor who was the one
who first reported the incident
had in any way been
confronted with the issue before.

If you are a "new student" at Wake Forest,
be sure to read the sections above and to
consider the behavior and content of those
in power to be not only offensive,
but also to be considered to be
rude and unbecoming.

When I was a sophomore, I feel
that some of my college\'s friends
had not realized that Wake Forest
was a Christian school. Those two characteristics
are inextricably linked, because
Christian school

I think that no one should be
allowed to make such a
statement. The letter writer
asked for "quietness and the absence
of critical comments."

I am sure that the letter writer
had no intention of making
such a statement.

I believe that there is a need
for greater awareness of the
issues which affect our
community. The columns
are a way to provide
a forum for discussion
about those issues.
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Fundraiser For New Coliseum Will Begin

By LYNN TRECONE
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Athletic Development Office will kick off the season with ADVANTAGE!, Drive to the Home-Court Advantage, at noon on September 23. The event will run from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Life Center.

The funds raised will be used to purchase equipment for the new Coliseum. Donations can be made at the event, or through the mail to: The Athletic Development Office, Wake Forest University, P.O. Box 65, Winston-Salem, NC 27104.

Societies Offer 77 Bids, Fraternities Offer 86

By KEVIN DOPKE
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Greek organizations at Wake Forest offered 86 pledges last Friday in the groups versus the tour of the new Coliseum. Societies offered bids to 77 of the 86 seniors, while fraternities accepted 86 pledges from 150 seniors.

The numbers were accepted last Friday by society counselors.

FATS’ TUESDAY COUPON
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TWO AMERICAN LEGENDS

By MIKE HUH and ERIK RODER
Old Gold and Black Reporters

It takes more than desire to become a legend. It takes a will to win. A determination to be clearly superior to the competition.

These are the qualities that have driven Bobby Allison to over 85 NASCAR victories, the Grand National Championship and virtually every other honor the sport has to offer.

And they are the qualities that have made Bobby Allison, driver of the Miller American Buick, into one of the legends of stock car racing.

For over 120 years, we’ve been brewing Miller Beer with the same kind of desire. The same kind of determination to be clearly superior.

And today, the legend of Miller Beer lives on. In every glass. In every can. In every crystal-clear bottle.

Miller contains no additives or preservatives. Purity you can taste. Quality you can taste. So when you want a beer that’s as real as the best, ask for a Miller.

Just like Bobby Allison, it’s a legend made the American way.
Shakespeare Festival Opens in Winston

**By GARNET KIMBER**

The North Carolina Shakespeare Festival has been a tradition of marvelous performances for many seasons of plays. This season has been no exception. Their rendition of "The Tempest," "Hamlet," and "A Midsummer Night's Dream" has been marveled at by all attendees. However, their strongest production of the season may well have been Shakespeare's comedy "Love's Labour's Lost." The most apparent strength of this performance was the costume design. Robert Hallock created a magnificent set and costuming. The costumes are very diverse across the three productions, and they do not conflict with the characters they are portrayal. An important aspect of the costume design was that it added to the overall believability of the play. It was much easier to relate to the characters in the thirteenth century than if they had appeared in Elizabethan court dress. "Love's Labour's Lost" is a comedy which seeks to evoke laughter while still providing enough substance to call attention to the development of the plot. The play opens with the King of Navarre and his chief courtiers resolving to love for an entire year in order to seek higher education. The actors were selected well for their roles, with Catherine Smith Reynolds being the most solid performer. The most articulate of the nobles is the most solid performance was given by Catherine Smith Reynolds who portrayed Rosaline. Her character was the key in relating the subplot to the plot. The nobles' bearing and actions were extraordinary, and her character came across as the most believable in the performance.

Other notable performances were given by Miles Agee Bragg who portrayed Costard in a recent Wake Forest graduate, Johann Morison who was Lady Macbeth in her own production as the Princess of France, John Woodhouse as the Duke, and Vernon Smith in King Lear. The actors were very talented in their roles, and each actor gave their character a unique portrayal. The most solid performance was given by Miles Agee Bragg who portrayed Rosaline. Her character was the key in relating the subplot to the plot. The nobles' bearing and actions were extraordinary, and her character came across as the most believable in the performance.

Wake Forest Literary Society Begins Film Series

**By NICK BUCK**

The Wake Forest Literary Society kicked off its film series last Thursday with several short films by Marjory Florence and Dylan Thomas. The series of the Literary Society is in alternative to Filmstrip, the "Films in a Flash" series which will continue throughout the summer. "The narrative aspect of film is an integral part of the public's entertainment," said a member of the Wake Forest Literary Society. "We are privileged to introduce this series to the Wake Forest community and to support local filmmakers." The film series is free to the public and will be shown every Thursday in the main building of the Wake Forest University. The series features films by local and international filmmakers, as well as films that are not commonly shown in movie theaters. The series also explores alternative forms of storytelling through animation, live action, and experimental film. The films are selected by a committee ofFilmstrip students and faculty and are screened in the Wake Forest University auditorium. The series has received positive feedback from both students and faculty members. "The series is an opportunity to explore alternative forms of storytelling and to support local filmmakers," said one student. "The films are presented in a unique and engaging way, which makes them very accessible.

Not everyone will be intrigued by the film series, but those who enjoy alternative forms of storytelling will be entertained. The series is a great way to explore films that are not commonly shown in movie theaters. The series is a great way to explore alternative forms of storytelling and to support local filmmakers." The series has received positive feedback from both students and faculty members. "The series is an opportunity to explore alternative forms of storytelling and to support local filmmakers," said one student. "The films are presented in a unique and engaging way, which makes them very accessible.

Kendall Anger, a senior English major at Wake Forest, said he enjoys the film series. "The films are unique and entertaining, and they provide a great way to explore alternative forms of storytelling. The series is a great way to support local filmmakers and to explore films that are not commonly shown in movie theaters." Kendall Anger, a senior English major at Wake Forest, said he enjoys the film series. "The films are unique and entertaining, and they provide a great way to explore alternative forms of storytelling. The series is a great way to support local filmmakers and to explore films that are not commonly shown in movie theaters."
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Deacon Runners Begin Year Well

By R. K. THOMAS
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Wake Forest’s cross-country team, under the leadership of Coach R. K. Thomas, began its season last week with a chance to travel to the top of the 5,000-meter race. Although the team was entered in the race, the first event of the conference schedule, Senior lensmaker Karola took the individual title with a time of 18:06.

Senior all-Acacia Georgia Jones, who is in the middle of the action, began her senior year with a time of 19:09. Jones was followed by Dave King, who was second with a time of 19:14. Jones’ second-place finish secured Wake Forest’s win in the competition.

Senior Jon Davis, who was third in the conference last year, led Wake Forest in the race with a time of 18:06.

Junior Chris Ingalls finished fourth in the men’s open race last Saturday in the Smoker country meet’s "B" squad.

Crosh’s Squad Reaches Critical Point in Season

By JAMES B. WHITE
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Wake Forest football team travels to Wake Forest this weekend. The Demon Deacons will face the Wakefield North Carolina State University Wolfpack in Carter-Fayes Stadium, and the game is scheduled to begin on Saturday at 12:20 p.m.

The Demon Deacon Wpack, now 1-2 in ACC play, has struggled to date in the ACC. Their team is 2-2 overall and 1-2 in ACC play, and the Wolfpack has lost all of their ACC games.

Wake Forest went into the game with a 3-0 record in the ACC and a 4-0 record overall. The Demon Deacons are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.

Soccer Team Drops Two, Including ACC Opener

By TINA GERBER
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Catawba defeated the Wake Forest soccer team 2-1 on the road at Catawba. The Demon Deacons are now 2-1 in ACC play and 4-2 overall.

The Demon Deacons have struggled to date in ACC play, but they are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.

Wake Forest hopes to avoid 1985’s Misues Against Pack

Wake Forest travels to Carter-Fayes Stadium in Raleigh tomorrow to take on North Carolina State in their first game of the season. The Demon Deacons are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.

Wake Forest went into the conference with a 3-0 record and has struggled to date in ACC play. The Demon Deacons are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.

Football

From page 1

The men’s team will be the last to travel to Raleigh on Saturday, while the women’s team will be the last to travel to Raleigh on Saturday. The Demon Deacons are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.

Wake Forest defeats the Wolfpack 2-1 in the conference opener.

The Demon Deacons are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.

Wake Forest defeated the Wolfpack 2-1 in the conference opener.

The Demon Deacons are looking to bounce back in back-to-back games.
Early Goals

Power Deacons Over Davidson

By CRAIG MARTIN
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Wake Forest field hockey team shot out the Davidson Wildcats Thursday with a convincing 6-0 victory. In this victory, the Deacons applied relentless offensive pressure that had to four first-half goals and the eventual win.

Senior forward Michelle Newberry triggered the scoring with a first-half goal to give the Deacons a 1-0 lead. Her lone goal of the season, which came in the first five minutes, set the tone for the rest of the game.

Deborah McLeod, a senior midfielder, added to the Deacons’ lead with a goal in the 27th minute, giving her team a 2-0 advantage. McLeod’s goal was her second of the season and 22nd of her career.

Junior Jackie Rochat and senior forward Marla Daggett each scored a goal in the second half to help the Deacons secure the victory. Rochat’s goal, which came in the 50th minute, was her second of the season, while Daggett’s goal was her third of the season.

The Deacons dominated the second half, outshooting Davidson 12-4 and controlling the possession for most of the period. Their relentless pressure paid off, as they scored three goals in the final 15 minutes.

To achieve a victory, a win over the Wildcats is crucial. The Deacons will need to keep their offensive pressure up and their defense tight if they hope to become a stronger team.

Football

from page 8

They overwhelmed First Carolina 50-0 this afternoon, kicked off by a field goal in the opening minutes.

To achieve a victory, a win over the Wildcats is crucial. The Deacons will need to keep their offensive pressure up and their defense tight if they hope to become a stronger team.

Volleyball

from page 8

"It was a relatively good game," senior co-captain Michael Haney said. "The mental errors and missed serves really hurt our chances."

"I saw positive things this year," said Ted Huddleston of Wake Forest. "It's important that we build on this season and continue to improve."
The defense turned in its second outstanding performance in as many games and the offense, after a slow start, got rolling in the second half to lift Wake Forest by a score of 31-0. The win moved the Demon's record to 2-1 in the season.

The highlight of the game, however, was the play of the Demon's secondary, as both corners and coverage units figured in the game's outcome. Coach AI Groh was also treated to a walk-on, Gunter Brewer, the son of Mississippi-based football coach Bill Brewer. He took five punts for a return of 39 and 42 yards.

The defense recorded its second shutout in two years, last year's coming against the same Wake Forest team. The team's attack was featured by Terence Ryan, who had nine tackles and one sack, Rory Holt, with seven tackles, and Ronnie Goodridge with seven tackles and one sack.
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The highlight of the game, however, was the play of the Demon's secondary, as both corners and coverage units figured in the game's outcome. Coach AI Groh was also treated to a walk-on, Gunter Brewer, the son of Mississippi-based football coach Bill Brewer. He took five punts for a return of 39 and 42 yards.

The defense recorded its second shutout in two years, last year's coming against the same Wake Forest team. The team's attack was featured by Terence Ryan, who had nine tackles and one sack, Rory Holt, with seven tackles, and Ronnie Goodridge with seven tackles and one sack.

Free safety Ernie Pumsley grabbed the first interception of the season, capping an outstanding night for the Demon specialty teams.
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